Press Release
New head of construction department at HGHI
Berlin, February 21st, 2017. Dirk Schubert is the new head of HGHI
Baumanagement GmbH, a subsidiary of HGHI Holding GmbH.

About HGHI Baumanagement GmbH
HGHI Baumanagement GmbH is responsible for the implementation of the complete
construction and planning activities of HGHI Holding GmbH. Among others, the subsidiary
handles the realization of large-scale projects in Berlin, as for example the building of the
Schultheiss Quartier and the refurbishment of the pedestrian zone Gorkistr. in Tegel. The
annually completed construction volume adds up to more than 100 million Euro. As well
as the HGHI Holding GmbH, the HGHI Baumangement GmbH is expanding. The
construction team of 25 employees will therefore continue to grow.
The new head of HGHI Baumanegemnt GmbH, Mr Schubert has more than 27 years of
professional experience in the construction industry, therefrom 23 years at Bilfinger SE
on general contractor side. There, Mr Schubert acted as head in various positions and
was responsible for the conduct, the reconstruction as well as the refurbishment and
restructuring of operative entities. Moreover, he has gained a wide diversity of
experience in the implementation of turnkey projects.
Recently, Mr Schubert acted as spokesman of the executive office of Projekt- und

Baumanagementgesellschaft mbH based in Kassel.
Further information concerning HGHI Holding GmbH:
HGHI Holding GmbH stands for professional maintenance of large-scale retail properties,
efficient management at the highest level as well as the planning, design and realization
of great visions. Beside the areas office, logistics and traffic the company offers a wide
diversity of experience, also internationally, which already comprises more than
500.000 sqm of successfully leased commercial and office space. The Mall of Berlin at
Leipziger Platz 12, which opened in autumn 2014, is one of HGHI’s greatest and most
popular projects.
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